
Do’s and Don’ts 

DO: 

• Use the frame to hang a sling and sling rider.
• Position the frame on the most level surface possible to avoid unnecessary

structural stress.
• Double check the chains, stirrups and sling before allowing anyone aboard.
• Have fun!

DON’T: 

• Subject the frame to more than 500 pounds of weight.
• Climb into the sling without the sling secure and the frame assembled.
• Swing in the frame beyond normal sling play conditions. Do not use the frame

as if it were a child’s swing.
• Hang yourself or anything heavy towards the center of the frame. The frame

is designed so that the four corner uprights absorb the load. It can bend out
of shape if you suspend something from its center.

• Stand on the bottom branches. If bent, you may not be able to take the frame
apart.

• Attempt to move the frame with a rider in the sling. Ask the rider to step out,
then reposition the frame by having each person grab two corners each.

• Attempt to force the frame together with a hammer or mallet. If it doesn’t
assemble or come apart easily, call or email us for help.

• Let children play on the frame or with its components. Your frame should be
assembled and used by adults.

• Use the frame for any purpose other than what it was designed for.

Fetish Locker (distributor of JimSupport products), its affiliates and representatives are 
not responsible for any use or misuse of this equipment. Purchase and use at your 
own risk. For other terms and conditions, visit JimSupport.com. 

3580 S. Del Sol Road 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 

Phone: 760-864-1600     Email: info@jimsupport.com    Website: jimsupport.com 

Sling Frame Kit 
Thank you for purchasing this JimSupport Porta-Sling Frame Kit. We 
invented the portable sling frame and have continuously improved it 
since 1999. If you follow these instructions and care for your frame 
properly, it will bring you a lifetime of pleasure.  

Your new frame is designed to be easy to assemble, take apart and 
transport. It’s made with modular parts so that you can replace anything 
that gets lost or damaged. Hold onto this manual in case you need to 
order any replacement pieces. 

Please read all of these instructions carefully before you assemble and 
use your frame for the first time. 

Parts Enclosed: 

Center Crosses (2) 

Bottom Branches (4) 

Straight Uprights (4) 

Neck Uprights (4) 

Top Branches (4) 

Carabiners (6) 

Chains/Straps (4) 

Enclosed, but not pictured: Your Selected Sling (1) and Stirrups (2), 
plus Canvas Carrying Bag (1). 

https://www.jimsupport.com/terms/


Frame Assembly

Unpack, separate and place each component within reach, preferably nearby 
but outside of the area in which you are building the frame. Allow for a 
minimum of 4 x 5 feet of flat, leveled floor space. 

1. Hold one of the crosses (crosses are identical) with one hand.
2. Insert all four rubber-tipped bottom branches into the cross.
3. Set the five-part assembly on the floor with the rubber tips down.
4. Insert all four straight uprights into the four frame corners.
5. Insert the four neck uprights into the straight uprights
6. Repeat step 1 and 2, but using the top branches.
7. Raise the top assembly and align it with the four corners. Ensure the

uprights are straight and the frame is square or it won’t fit.
8. Carefully insert all four corners into the uprights. (Do not force.)
9. If necessary, reposition the frame by having two people grab two

corners each, then lift and move the frame.

Sling Installation 

Option 1:  For Metal Chain
1. Attach the bottom of the chain using a single carabiner to the 

sling corner.
2. Select the desired link in the chain (based on the height you 

want) then hang that link from the hook at the top of the 
frame (the remaining length of chain with then just hang).

3. Repeat for all four corners. Typically the sling is hung so that 
the end supporting the rider's head is higher.

4. Attach your stirrups to the desired height using a carabiner.

Option 2:  For Metal Chain or Our Silent Sling Straps  

1. Attach one end of the chain or strap (on the silent strap this is the 
end with the JimSupport Label) to the hook at the top of the 
frame.

2. Attach a carabiner to the other end of the chain or strap.
3. Loop the chain/strap through one corner of the sling then bring 

the chain/strap up to the desired height on the chain/strap and 
secure using the carabiner.

4. Attach your stirrups to the desired height using a carabiner.

Video Instructions  There is a video demonstrating sling frame set 
up at JimSupport.com

https://www.jimsupport.com/new-sling-frame-instructional-video/
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